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The use of colour is forever evolving 
in cycle jersey design. Most striking, 
perhaps, is the similarity of colours 
used on teams Sky, Leopard, 
and Garmin. The bright, national 
colours of Kazakhstan and Holland 
represent the instantly recognisable 
Astana and Rabobank teams.

It is quite easy to define a team, 
by selecting the colour first. This is 
perhaps best done with a team who 
displays it’s sponsor, horizontally, 
using a background colour. There 
are teams which have chosen to 
split the jersey vertically (Lotto and 
HTC), offering different effects.  

Sans-serif fonts are used throughout, 
often incorporated in sponsor’s 
logotype. Third row, fourth column, 
is team Katusha’s jersey, perhaps 
the most complex logotype ever 
used,  but then it is Russian, and I 
am not fluent.

Team Sky offer a very clear logo-
type, easily defining/advertising the 
team. Team SaxoBank risk the clarity 
of their sponsor logo, by incorpo-
rating a picture of a large winged 
eagle.
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race routes

The season of the sport of professional cycling is dominated by three grand tours of 
possibly the three strongest countries at supporting the sport (although many may 
disagree, especially Belgians). Once important one day ‘classics’ have been 
raced in the April, attention is diverted to Italy. The Giro D’Italia (tour of Italy) 
like the other two, is a 3 week tour, usually, but not always, finishing in Milan, racing 
through the Alps, Dolomites and flat Italian countryside. 

The Tour de France is often thought of as the climax of the season, for many riders. 
Three weeks in July, lay in the middle of a racing season running from early spring to 
the end of autumn. First held in 1903, it attracts global attention, and is considered 
the most important annual sporting event by many. Race routes tend to vary the 
direction between clockwise and anti-clockwise routes around the country, starting 
in various towns/countries, but the race always finishes along the famous 
Champs-Elysees in Paris.

A culmination of the national tour n the country’s capital, is copied by Spain, holding 
a national tour in autumn, September. Again, race routes are always varied, also 
regularly visiting mountains in northern Spain (Pyrenees), as well as those in the south 
of the country.

We can see on the next few pages that all stated ‘laws’ above, have been followed 
in 2011. The only exceptance is the 2011 Vuelta route, in Spain, there is no visit to 
the Pyrenees in 2011. All 2011 routes are displayed in colour so that they can  be 
distinguished from those of previous years (explained earlier in my book).
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evolution of a jersey: team euskadi

Team Euskadi is partly funded by the Basque govern-
ment, a cycle team unnofficially representing the Basque 
region of Spain. 

The team relies on the support of a cycle loving public, 
usng riders who have some relationship with the Basque 
region. Only four years into the team’s life and it gained 
it’s main sponsorship deal from Euskaltel, a prominent 
Basque telecoms company.

At the start of the new millenium, the team promoted 
itself with a very drastic change of kit, to an all orange 
jersey. The bright out standing jersey colour was recip-
rocated by many of the Basque fans, supporting their 
‘nationa’ team in the often crucial Pyrrenean stages of 
the Tour de France. Perhaps due to the team’s home, 
thier riders tend to be very explosive climbers, of the likes 
of Iban Mayo, Roberto Laiseka or Haimar Zubeldia, and 

2008 Olympic Champion, Samuel Sanchez.

The dayglow orange used by the Basque team, offers 
them a very eye-catching,bright team kit.



Left: The eye-catching orange, stands out within the 
peleton, on a Basque domestique riding up the Alpe 
D’Huez.

Right: On a dark, Alpine bacground, the Euskadi team 
jersey buzzes into the focus of the eye, easily.



Lotto

1984 1987

1990 1994

1999 2004

Belgian Lottery sponsored “Lotto” 
team have been involved for 
cycling for many years, with the 
jersey altering almost every season 
to incorporate new sponsors and a 
bright new colour scheme. Bottom 
left: Former Lotto classics star Andrei 
Tchmil in action.
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Above: Philippe Gilbert raises his arms in celebration, atop 
the Cauberg of the 2010 Amstel Gold race.

The Belgian ‘Lotto’ 
company is close to entering 
it’s 30th year as a main 
sponsor involved in the sport 
of professional cycling. The 
company has successfully 
maintained it’s easily recognisible 
logotype, positioned on 
a range of colours/team 
kit designs. As a lottery, 
perhaps the aim is for a  
random presentation aesthetic. 
The unusual font used for the 
logotype perhaps represents 
this.  

We can see that Lotto begun sponsoring a team in 
1984. At this stage, Lotto apply themselves to the jersey 
of the Belgian Tonnisteiner team, relying totally upon 
a bright colour combination, shouting their name out 
to an audience of the eighties decade. Tonnisteiner 
pulled out from sponsoring a team and Lotto took 
this chance to create a quite amazing, eye catching 
use of colour (1987). Not until 2010, when Lotto had 
become a secondary sponsor to the ’Omega Pharma’ 
pharmaceuticals company, can we recognise an evolution 
of colours and design used into the 2011 team kit. 

Perhaps this seemingly ‘random’ selection of team 
design, is actually quite an effective ploy used by a 
lottery company. It is only when the team has been 
led by the sponsorship of a pharmaceutical company, 
does the design offer a cleaner, purer aesthetic. As a 
Belgian team, focus is often made on the ‘cobbled 
classics’. Crashes, punctures, crosswinds and head-
winds often turn these competitions into a bit of a 
lottery, perhaps suitable for this team’s sponsor.



evolution of colour

1950 1960 1970

The selection of eight swatches 
above show some of the most popu-
lar colours used in team kit design 
within each decade. We can see 
above that strong, powerful colours 
such as red and black were popular 
during the 1950s and could be found 
within a peleton of mainly dark or 
pastel dark colours. The combina-
tion of red and black can be highly 
emotive.

“On a black background, a field of 
red appears hot and vibrant, with 
clearly defined edges.” 
Fraser & Banks 

The 1960s saw an introduction of 
brighter colours such as greens, 
yellows and oranges. Soon teams 
had realised the value of brightly 
coloured, high impact graphics and 
combined blocks of colour together 
to create some very striking aesthet-
ics. 

It is perhaps also important to note 
the era of this development in col-
our use, as it paralleled the fashiona-
ble explosion of colour and vibrancy 
through the “swinging sixties” and 
into the 1970s.

Although the following decade did 
not see such a huge step in colour 
application on jerseys, we can still 
see an increase in the brightness of 
colours used, as well as the fact that 
more light pastel shades such as 
the brown and blues shown above, 
have been introduced.

Light blue has always been colour 
associated with sport.

“Light blue looks young and sporty..
but royal or navy blue has a digni-
fied, wealthy air.” H Chjiiwa
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1980 1990 2000

Jerseys continued to incorporate 
ever popular colours such as the 
primary reds, yellows and blues in 
the 1980s, but further colours such 
as magenta were introduced to 
once again increase brightness and 
visibility. 

Towards the end of the decade 
many designs tried to create the 
brightest, most garish aesthetic. 
This often meant compromising the 
clarity.

“...when you combine two or more 
vivid colours, the result is a cacoph-
ony - too many voices shouting at 
once.” H Chijiiwa

As sponsorhip increased, the 1990s 
saw a continuation of vivid colour 
use combined with lots of various 
graphic logos.

It should be noted that by this time, 
most jerseys were not dominated by 
one colour but often a combination 
of a number of contrasting colours. 
As the decade drew to a close we 
saw an increasing use of block col-
ours over the colour grading used in 
the past 15 or so years, and designs 
began to calm down.

Over recent years we have seen 
that it has been mostly recognised 
that designs can be just as visible 
and distinguishable by employ-
ing good application of colour 
rather than incorporating as many 
contrasting and clashing colours as 
possible.

Obviously the colour of a jersey is 
dominated by the corporate colours 
of the main sponsor, and companys 
have realised that they are trying to 
promote their brand rather than just 
make it visible. 
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2010

Colour has not evolved too much in 
the two years entering the new dec-
ade in th 21st century. I have to say 
that i am intrigued by the popular 
use of dark colours such as blacks 
and blues, used in a sport which has 
so many bad stories told in the pub-
lic’s media. Possible negative con-
notations are endless. I am struck by 
strong use of Black used by  the Brit-
ish team ‘Sky’, a team which prides 
itself on its clean and innocent past. 
It could be considered surprising that 
this team is not represented by a 
clean, young and pure white.

In saying this, it is recognised that 
white also brings more practical 

2011

issues, especially  in a country famed 
for its rainfall.

The famous ‘Liquigas’ team used 
their lime green outfit in 2010, before 
moving away to a more popular 
white kit in 2011. Although perhaps a 
more favourable design,  considered 
less iconic, and not as recognisible 
as before.



Above:The Peleton are all together as they wind up the early slopes of the mighty Col du Galibier.
Below: Norweigan tme trial champion Edvald Boasson Hagen uses his matching bike, helmet, jersey,  shorts and 
gloves, as he displays his status in Grenoble on the penultimate day of the Tour de France 2011.



strength in numbers
The sport of cycling is although an individual sport, in 
which everyone raes for the finish line, it is very much 
a team sport where team riders or ‘domestiques’ can 
ride in support of a tem leader. The leader can be 
whoever the manager chooses as his best option for 
success.

Whether the team ride in support of a race leader, a 
sprinter aiming for a flat, fast stage victory, it will ride 
together, repeating the team kit image again and 
again. This is a very good way o promoting the team 
sponsor. Audiences may well get to view the sponsor’s 
logo again, again, and again.

Sponsors are aware of this, and should already realise 
that repetition is the key, and a train of 9 cyclists 
covered in your sponsor’s logo, is a winning formula, 
especially if topped by race victory. 

Above: Team Saxo represent themselves and sponsor 
logos as well as they possibly can, by leading the front 
of the peloton, whilst visibly protecting their team and 
race leader (in yellow).

Left: British Team Sky  lead the peloton carefully         
thrrough a tight bend at the Tour of Australia, early 
season. 

Obviously a matter of opinion, but it is gnerally felt that  
some teams have managed to leave a ver high standard 
whilst afront the peloton. The graphic presence  of 
teams wearing various iconic attire has proved 
effective. Images of a number of ‘domestiques’ all  
from the same team, working hard, give an impression 
of dominance, perhaps giving their sprinter the edge 
in the final dash for the line.  



Cipollini’s ‘red-train’

  1998   1999   2000   2001   2002   2003   2004

One of the first teams who aimed at dominating a race 
to aid their sprinter was the mighty Saeco outfit. The 
Italian team  kept a very simple but powerful red colour   
throughout thier instantly recognisible team kit.

Red is a very striking colour, used well by the team who 
regularly worked to bring thier sprinter to victory. Known 
as ‘the Lion King’, Mario Cipollini, would regularly cross 
finish lines first, roaring in celebration, displaying his 
team’s sponsor clearly as he raised arms aloft.

A brilliant advert as Cipollini proved to be, it was also 
recognised that much of advertising lay amongst 
the rest of his team, providing a perfect lead-out for 
‘SuperMario’ to finish the job with a powerful sprint. The 
presence of the striking red tteam, within the peleton, 
would demoralise competitors. When the  team would 
gather together afront the peleton, it would become 
quite clear who was competing for the race.  Cipollini 
stayed as a key rider within the Saeco, throughout the 
life of the team, apart from the team’s final couple of 
years,  when focus changed in aid of supporting climbers 
such as Gilberto Simoni and Damiano Cunego.

The mighty ‘red train’, provided an iconic image of 
the  supportive strength in Cipollini’s team, containing 
decent sprinters iin their own right, such as Gian 
Matteo Fagnini and Salvatore Commesso, but the 
special image of Cipollini cycling became synonymous 
with success, a sponsor’s dream. The speedy, red flash 
was iconic.    

  1996   1997

Above: Team Saeco hit the 
front of the peleton inthe 
latter stages of th race, in 
order to protect their team 
leader.

Left: Cipollini smiling (after 
roaring) in the celebration 
of race victory.



Cavendish’s team

  2008   2008   2009   2010   2011

The 2011 green (points competition) jersey winner 
was Britain’s Mark Cavendish. The HTC sponsored 
‘High-Road’ has set itself up with Cavendish’s sprint 
dominance it’s main focus (similar to many Saeco 
teams structuring many of Cipollini’s sprint wins.

With eight fully dedicated, top quality team-mates, 
a winning position can easily be set-up. Along with 
Cavendish, the team can victor, so it is important that 
the team’s sprinter is protected throughout the race 
until the final sprint. A team of 9 riders would usually 
consist of 3 ‘diesel’ men, setting the tempo to the 
main peleton, which is then increased by two other 
team-mates, as the race progresses. A strong rider is 
then needed to bring the team’s final sprinter, usually 
Cavendish, to position at the front end of the peleton.
Two more riders complete the tactic, leading out the 
Sprint for their man, who aims to finish off the team’s 
job, sprinting for victory.  

The High-Road team begun existance unsponsored, 
but then sponsored by the  apparel manufacturer, 
‘Columbia’ in 2008, represented by a blue jersey (once 
the respective sponsor had been gained). The team 
then followed in the following two years, dominated 
by a new colour scheme, along with a new biometric 
design. Most recently, the young team has opted for a 
much clearer designing, using similar colours, but in a 
vertical stripe pattern.  

Above: Cavendish is guarded well and protected from 
a headwind by his team-mates, at the front of the 
peleton

Above: Cavendish rep-
resents his sprint power 
ahead of sprint greats Tom 
Boonenand Thor Hushovd

Above: Cavendish shows 
off his green jersey while 
winning the final stage of 
the @011 Tour de France, 
onthe famous Champs 
Elysees



Above: Mark Cavendish followed by his second placed team-mate, Mark Renshaw, celebrates, both showing 
the domination of their team in sprining, 2010.
Below: Cavendish shows off with great pride, his green jersey, winning the final stage of the 2011 Tour de France, 
on the famous Champs ~Elysees. 



Above: Alberto Contador all i pink (matching shorts, helmet, gloves, sunglasses, to the ‘maglia rosa’)  dances on 
his pedals whilst leading the Giro D’Italia for his Astana sponsors..
Below: Then world champion Cadel Evans, grinds through the mud splattered course of the Strada Blanche in the 
2010 Giro d’Italia. A mud-splattered rainbow jersey.




